
CALIBRE E4


GOLF EDITION

TAG HEUER CONNECTED



An elegant golfer's edition

Introducing the most luxurious connected golf watch ever, 

customized for your best performance on the golf course. 

The TAG Heuer Connected Calibre E4 Golf Edition adds 

superior technology to every swing, an exclusive 

collector's set for the discerning golfer.



REFERENCE

SBR8A81.EB0251

KEY FEATURES

OPERATING SYSTEM


Wear OS by Google

BATTERY LIFE


1 Full Day (1h Running, 2h Walking, 

including Wellness),


1 Full Day (5h Golfing, including 

Wellness)


Charging time: 100% in 1h30 at 

temperatures between 15° and 45°C

CASE


Black DLC titanium grade 2 sand 

blasted case 


Ceramic black sand blasted

WATCH EXPERIENCE


Watch faces


Sports Watch App: Running, 

Cycling, Swimming, Fitness, and 

Golf Wellness


Other TAG Heuer branded micro 

apps: Stopwatch, Timer, Alarm

DIAL


Domed sapphire crystal

SIZE


45 mm

WATER RESISTANCE


50 meters

STRAPS


White rubber strap with golf pattern 

and black rubber base


Black DLC titanium grade 2 folding 

clasp with double safety push-

buttons & integrated ball marker



1x additional black perforated 

rubber strap


Black DLC steel folding clasp with 

double safety pushbuttons



Tommy Fleetwood, professional golfer and TAG Heuer ambassador.




TAG HEUER GOLF APP

The TAG Heuer Connected Calibre E4 Golf Edition automatically detects swings to 
allow users to track their performance in the app without having to activate the 
function by hand. It concludes when the watch identifies the swing to hit a second 
stroke. It means golfers don’t have to remember to track their drive, ensuring that the 
data is captured automatically.

The Driving Range feature offers a ‘heat map’ for every hole, which shows where 
shots landed on previous rounds. Over time, this allows golfers an overview of the 
strategies which work for them, helping them to pick the perfect club and the perfect 
route to each hole.



The automatic shot detection ensures users also have more information on the 
performance of each of their clubs, with the app automatically recording accuracy 
and distance for every tracked shot. This means that the app’s trademark (and 
highly popular) club recommendations are more precise and information- packed 
than ever before.



Last but not least, we are launching a new exclusive way to show off your best shots. 
Using our 3D maps technology, the iOS app generates a beautiful video you can 
share with your friends.



The sporty white rubber strap 
with golf pattern has a ball 
marker integrated into the 

buckle. An additional black 
rubber strap, easily changed, 

offers extra versatility.




Discover more on tagheuer.com 


or find a boutique near you.

https://www.tagheuer.com/
https://www.tagheuer.com/stores/

